POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, September 14, 2017
Bhadra 23, 1939

A power shut down has been arranged on September 15, 2017 between 9.30 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. at 33 KV Sanvordem 220KV/Ponda S/s Div III for maintenance work. Areas affected are 33KV HTC Finolex, Devyani Foods Lts., note Dharnadora S/s will be back feded from Curchorem S/s

Similarly power shut down has been arranged on September 15, 2017 between 10.00 a.m. to 1.00 at 33 KV Opa 220KV/Ponda S/s Div III for maintenance work. Areas affected are 33 KV Opa: The shutdown has been planned by Opa water works.